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CPA Exam For Dummies
Dramatically improve inventory accuracy with bestselling authorSteven Bragg's
step-by-step guidelines Inventory Accounting is a comprehensive, step-by-step
guide tosetting up an inventory accounting system and keeping it running
atmaximum efficiency. This hands-on book provides accountingprofessionals with
essential information on how to: * Set up an accounting system that efficiently
handles accumulatinginventory costs, summarizing accounts, and standard journal
entriesused to record transactions * Use best practices to increase the efficiency
ofinventory-tracking and costing functions * Install unique controls to combat
inventory fraud * Implement a step-by-step checklist of activities for
inventorycounting procedures * Save hours of valuable time researching various
GAAP referencemanuals * Adapt inventory tracking and costing systems to
accommodate avariety of manufacturing systems Spanning the entire spectrum of
inventory accounting, InventoryAccounting deftly explores every facet of the field
to helpprofessionals eliminate inaccuracies from their inventoryaccounting
systems.

The Accounting Game
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The bestselling guide to stress-free bookkeeping - specifically for Australia and
New Zealand Do you want to save time, money, and a few grey hairs by
establishing efficient bookkeeping practices? You’ve come to the right place!
Bookkeeping For Dummies, Second Australian & New Zealand Edition, shows small
business owners and bookkeepers how to record day-to-day transactions,
understand GST, generate Profit & Loss reports, and so much more. Inside, you’ll
get to grips with bookkeeping basics, discover how to record business transactions
correctly, use the latest accounting software, and find out how to manage
employee payroll. You’ll also get advice on allocating tricky transactions correctly.
The new edition of this bestselling guide has been fully updated to include cloud
accounting software, bank feeds, and automated reconciliations. You can find out
about changes to BAS Agent legislation, and the latest in payroll and tax reporting
obligations. New chapters include how to start your own independent bookkeeping
practice, and a practical explanation of the bookkeeper’s professional ‘code of
conduct.’ Covers cloud accounting and recent changes in the accounting software
landscape Includes information and resources specific to Australia and New
Zealand Contains a Foreword written by Matthew Addison, Executive Director of
the Institute of Certified Bookkeepers Provides lots of helpful information and tips
for students studying Certificate IV in Bookkeeping or Financial Services. Do you
know your assets from your equity? Or are you confused about depreciation?
Whether you’re a small business owner who is new to bookkeeping or a seasoned
bookkeeping professional who wants to learn more about creating complex
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financial reports, Bookkeeping For Dummies sets you up for success.

The Institute of Accounts
The Small Business Tax Concessions Guide is an informative and practical guide for
small business practitioners. Written by a team of highly experienced tax and
finance professionals, this title clearly explains complex areas of small business tax
concessions, provides many practical insights, and shares useful tips and
examples. It also provides the new investment allowance much needed guidance
on associated problems and pitfalls.

The Budget-Building Book for Nonprofits
Includes all amendments made to the Act, as well as associated regulations and
rules, including: Bankruptcy Act 1966, Bankruptcy (Estate Charges) Act 1997,
Bankruptcy Regulations, ITSA administrative forms, Bankruptcy Determinations,
Federal Court (Bankruptcy) Rules, Registered Debt Agreement Guidelines.

Financial and Accounting Guide for Not-for-Profit Organizations
Blockchain is a disruptive technology potentially impacting how economic
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transactions are recorded, stored, and verified. Despite such ramifications, there is
a lack of literature discussing this from the accountant’s perspective. Through realworld cases this book distils an abstract technology to relatable experiences for
business professionals.

Australian Master Accountants Guide
Provides an introduction to financial accounting for non-financial managers by way
of a transaction-based, business training tool. Includes real-life examples of how
financial statements are built and how they interact to present a true financial
picture of the enterprise.

Australian Master Tax Guide 2020
The quickest way to do the books for small business owners and managers No one
looks forward to doing the finances: that’s why QuickBooks 2020 All-in-One For
Dummies is on hand to help get it over with as quickly and painlessly as possible.
This comprehensive one-stop reference combines 8 mini-books in one, all written
in plain and simple language that makes it easy for even the most accounts-averse
to get the most out of the latest version of the QuickBooks software and save time.
Written and revised by financial expert Stephen Nelson, the latest version of this
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invaluable guide takes readers step-by-step through every aspect of small
business accounting procedures, including understanding the fundamentals of
double-entry bookkeeping, setting up and administering the QuickBooks system,
and carrying out complex tasks such as ratio analysis and capital budgeting. Write
a business plan and create a forecast Learn how to use profit-volume-cost analysis
tools Prepare financial statements and reports Protect your financial data Time is
money—get this time-saving resource today and start reaping the rewards!

Australian Master Bookkeepers Guide [2009/10]
This practical guide covers not only bookkeeping essentials but also a range of
accounting and taxation issues that bookkeepers need to be aware of when
dealing with their clients and their accountants. It has a very practical approach,
with numerous worked examples, diagrams, checklists, tables and FAQs. Adapted
for New Zealand from the popular Australian edition by Stephen Marsden, this book
is an invaluable resource for bookkeepers, accounting technicians and
accountants.

Builder's Guide to Accounting
Essential for anyone advising on superannuation, the Australian Master
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Superannuation Guide 2018/19 explains the rules and answers your questions
about superannuation law and practice in Australia and its numerous changes.This
new edition reflects all major tax and superannuation changes to 1 July
2018.Access 18 chapters of current, in-depth commentary and practical tools such
as examples, tables, checklists, rates, thresholds and checklists.Key FeaturesA
clear analysis of the law through in-depth commentary based on the solid
foundation of the superannuation and tax legislationReferences to official rulings
and court and tribunal decisionsAn "instant reference" chapter with updatesRates,
thresholds and checklistsCross-references to additional information contained in
other Wolters Kluwer services.Oxford University Press Australia & New Zealand is
the non-exclusive distributor of this title.

Bookkeeping For Dummies - Australia / NZ
"At the heart of many tax controversy matters are unique valuation issues, which
this book addresses. Filling the apparent gap in the existing collection of valuation
and corporate finance textbooks, this is the first book which systematically goes
beyond total business value assessment and addresses the practical issues
regarding total asset value allocation which have huge tax, duty and commercial
consequences. The conceptual frameworks developed in this book, despite their
focus on capital intensive businesses employing specialised fixed assets, can also
provide guidance for value assessment and apportionment in different types of
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businesses or in different tax contexts. Many of the issues raised in this book are at
the cutting edge of valuation thinking. They reflect the evolving nature of the
valuation body of knowledge and the need for valuers to continuously re-evaluate
the existing body of knowledge, particularly in the face of diverse practical
circumstances, and apply the broadened or updated knowledge to re-assess and
improve existing valuation practices."-- Wolters Kluwer CCH Website.

Australian Master Bookkeepers Guide
"This Seventh Edition is filled with authoritative advice on the financial reporting,
accounting, and control situations unique to not-for-profit organizations. It contains
discussions of the accounting and reporting guidelines for different types of
organizations, complete guidance on tax and compliance reporting requirements,
illustrated explanations of various types of acceptable financial statements, and
much more!"--Publisher's Website.

Understanding Accounting Principles
This book focuses upon the Institute of Accounts (IA), an organization to which the
modern United States accounting profession can trace its roots. The IA was
organized in the early 1880s in New York City and, as discussed in this book,
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attracted a diverse membership that included some of the leading accounting
thinkers of the period. The Institute

The Definitive Guide to Blockchain for Accounting and Business
Author of cult classics The Pumpkin Plan and The Toilet Paper Entrepreneur offers a
simple, counterintuitive cash management solution that will help small businesses
break out of the doom spiral and achieve instant profitability. Conventional
accounting uses the logical (albeit, flawed) formula: Sales - Expenses = Profit. The
problem is, businesses are run by humans, and humans aren't always logical.
Serial entrepreneur Mike Michalowicz has developed a behavioral approach to
accounting to flip the formula: Sales - Profit = Expenses. Just as the most effective
weight loss strategy is to limit portions by using smaller plates, Michalowicz shows
that by taking profit first and apportioning only what remains for expenses,
entrepreneurs will transform their businesses from cash-eating monsters to
profitable cash cows. Using Michalowicz's Profit First system, readers will learn
that: · Following 4 simple principles can simplify accounting and make it easier to
manage a profitable business by looking at bank account balances. · A small,
profitable business can be worth much more than a large business surviving on its
top line. · Businesses that attain early and sustained profitability have a better shot
at achieving long-term growth. With dozens of case studies, practical, step-by-step
advice, and his signature sense of humor, Michalowicz has the game-changing
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roadmap for any entrepreneur to make money they always dreamed of.

Financial Statements
"Written by a team of experienced tax, accounting and finance professionals and
academics, the Australian Master Accountants Guide is an informative and
practical guide. The book covers key topical business issues faced by accountants
on a day-to-day basis when advising clients."--Provided by publisher.

QuickBooks Online For Dummies (UK)
Leading a bookkeeping practice can seem like a daunting task, with too few hours
in the day, too many petty management issues, and problems bookkeepers in
large practices don't seem to face. The E-Myth Bookkeeper offers you a road map
to create a bookkeeping business that's self-sufficient, growing, and highly
profitable. Take your business to levels you didn't think possible with this unique
guide!

Small Business Tax Concessions Guide
Celebrating 50 years of the Australian Master Tax Guide! The Australian Master Tax
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Guide 2020 will help students confidently and quickly navigate all areas of tax with
ease. It is supported by authoritative commentary on all aspects of Federal income
tax (including CGT), GST, FBT, fuel tax credits and superannuation, and includes
practical examples, tax planning points, checklists and key tax dates. This text is
up-to-date to 31 December 2019.Key FeaturesA complete chapter of practical
checklists, including expanded tax return preparation checklists for company,
partnership and trust tax returnsComplete effective life (depreciation) tables and
calendar of key tax datesA comprehensive subject index and finding listsPractical
examples and tax planning pointsAuthoritative commentary on all aspects of
Federal income tax (including capital gains tax), GST, FBT, fuel tax credits,
superannuationBasic overviews of State taxes such as duties, payroll tax and land
tax.

Australian Practical Accounting Guide
Praise for IMPLEMENTING VALUE PRICING A Radical Business Model for Professional
Firms "Ron Baker is the most prolific and best writer when it comes to pricing
services. This is a must-read for executives and partners in small to large firms.
Ron provides the basics, the advanced ideas, the workbooks, the case
studies—everything. This is a must-have and a terrific book." —Reed K. Holden
founder and CEO, Holden Advisors, Corp., Associate Professor, Columbia University
www.holdenadvisors.com "We've known through Ron Baker's earlier books that
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he's not just an extraordinary thinker and truly brilliant writer—he's a mover and a
shaker on a mission. This is the End of Time! Brilliant." —Paul Dunn Chairman,
B1G1® www.b1g1.com "Implementing Value Pricing is a powerful blend of theory,
strategy, and tactics. Ron Baker's most recent offering is ambitious in scope,
exploring topics that include economic theory, customer orientation, value
identification, service positioning, and pricing strategy. He weaves all of them
together seamlessly, and includes numerous examples to illustrate his primary
points. I have applied the knowledge I've gained from his body of work, and the
benefits to me—and to my customers—have been immediate, significant, and
ongoing." —Brent Uren Principal, Valuation & Business Modeling Ernst & Young®
www.ey.com "Ron Baker is a revolutionary. He is on a radical crusade to align the
interests of service providers with those of their customers by having lawyers,
accountants, and consultants charge based on the value they provide, rather than
the effort it takes. Implementing Value Pricing is a manifesto that establishes a
clear case for the revolution. It provides detailed guidance that includes not only
strategies and tactics, but key predictive indicators for success. It is richly
illustrated by the successes of firms that have embraced value-based pricing to
make their services not only more cost-effective for their customers, but more
profitable as well. The hallmark of a manifesto is an unyielding sense of purpose
and a call to action. Let the revolution begin." —Robert G. Cross, Chairman and
CEO, Revenue Analytics, Inc. Author, Revenue Management: Hard-Core Tactics for
Market Domination
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Competency-Based Accounting Education, Training, and
Certification
This best-selling nuts-and-bolts workbook, now in its second edition, has become
the gold standard for nonprofit managers and boards who must work through the
budget cycle. The book offers practical tools and guidance for completing each
step of the budgeting process. Designed to be comprehensive and easy to use, The
Budget-Building Book for Nonprofits provides everything budgeters and
nonfinancial managers need to prepare, approve, and implement their own
budgets. Includes new chapters on Zero-Based and Capital Budgeting as well as a
CD with spreadsheets, worksheets and a new budget-building software, the CMS
Nonprofit Budget Builder, designed to help you implement the concepts in the
book. The software includes an expandable standard chart of accounts (COA) and
will aid in building, organizing, tracking and planning budgets.

New Zealand Master Bookkeepers Guide
Confidently and quickly navigate all areas of tax with the Australian Master Tax
Guide 2017/18: Tax Year-End Edition. Access authoritative commentary, practical
examples, tax planning points, checklists and key tax dates, with ease. This edition
incorporates the May 2017 Federal Budget measures, including a table to monitor
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their progress. Up-to-date to 30 June 2017. Essential for all accountants, tax
lawyers, financial advisers and payroll offices. Oxford University Press Australia &
New Zealand is the non-exclusive distributor of this title.

Implementing Value Pricing
Double-entry accounting can be easy if it's explained well, and Mastering Bookkeeping does just that. Now in its updated 8th edition, this popular book has
helped thousands of people to get to grips with book-keeping. It explains the
principles and practice of book-keeping sequentially, and includes: - The daybooks
and ledger accounts - End of year accounting - Sole proprietorships, limited
companies, partnerships and not-for-profit organisations - Using computers for
accounting - Accounting for VAT - Progressing to more advanced management
accounting - The implications of the Data Protection Act 1998 on book-keepers Plus
step-by-step guides to compiling a balance sheet, depreciation, accounting for bad
and doubtful debts, and much more. Everything is made clear with easy-to-follow
explanations. Typical transactions are illustrated throughout to make the
information even easier to understand. This book is suitable for those preparing for
the examinations of ICB, AAT, IAB, OCR, AQA and all other courses in book-keeping
and accounts.
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Inventory Accounting
Your hands-on guide to keeping great records and keeping your nonprofit running
smoothly Need to get your nonprofit books in order? This practical guide has
everything you need to know to operate your nonprofit according to generally
accepted accounting principles (GAAP) — from documenting transactions and
budgeting to filing taxes, preparing financial statements, and much more. You'll
see how to stay organized, keep records, and be prepared for an audit. Begin with
the basics — understand common financial terms, choose your accounting
methods, and work with financial statements Balance your nonprofit books — set
up a chart of accounts, record transactions, plan your budget, and balance your
cash flow Get the 4-1-1 on federal grants — find grants and apply for them, track
and account for federal dollars, and prepare for a grant audit Stay in good standing
with Uncle Sam — set up payroll accounts for employees, calculate taxes and
deductions, and complete tax forms Close out your books — prepare the necessary
financial statements, know which accounts to close, and prepare for the next
accounting cycle Know what to do if you get audited — form an internal audit
committee, follow IRS rules of engagement, and keep an immaculate paper trail
Open the book and find: The difference between bookkeeping and accounting How
to maintain a manual or computer record-keeping system Ten vital things to know
when keeping the books Do's and don'ts of managing federal grant money How to
prepare for an audit of your financial statements IRS Form 990 good practices The
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most common errors found during nonprofit audits How to figure out employee
payroll deductions and taxes

Profit First
Australian Master GST Guide, 2011, 12th ed
Get started on the path to passing the CPA exam today Passing the CPA exam can
be the first step to a long and rewarding career. With CPA Exam For Dummies,
you'll get a full overview of the exam, information on how to register, the
requirements for taking and passing the tests, as well as a review of the four
sections. This comprehensive introductory study guide provides you with a wealth
of information, including all the current AICPA content requirements in auditing and
attestation, business environment and concepts, financial accounting and
reporting, and accounting regulation. From start to finish, the text is designed to
prepare you for each portion of this rigorous exam. Preparing for the CPA exam can
be a daunting process. With the classic For Dummies approach, CPA Exam For
Dummies offers an overview and steps on how to get started. Go at your own pace
to master the various sections of the exam, and use the book as a reference on an
ongoing basis as you prepare for the exam portions. Dive into the book to find: An
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overview of the CPA exam, featuring exam organization and information on scoring
A content review, including practice questions and explanations of answers Online
bonus practice exams to boost your knowledge and confidence An overview of the
benefits of passing the CPA exam and becoming a certified public accountant For
those seeking to pass the CPA exam and launch their accounting careers, CPA
Exam For Dummies is the go-to resource for getting started!

Australian Master Superannuation Guide 2020/21
This book includes self-test section at the end of each chapter. Test yourself, then
check answers in the back of the book to see how you score. CD-ROM included.

Mastering Book-Keeping
Basic Accounting: Service Business Study Guide is designed as a reference
material in introductory accounting that can be used by readers, especially
students, taking basic accounting for service business. Presentations and
discussions of various accounting concepts and frameworks are simplified to
provide the reader with an initial working knowledge on the different steps of the
accounting cycle for a service business. Emphasis is given to various accounting
concepts, at the same time, the development of the procedural accounting skills.
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Different basic accounting frameworks and forms are used to assist readers in
understanding seemingly complex accounting subject matters. The authors would
like to inform the users of this study guide that this was written for readers,
especially students, who would want to read a quick guide for the rubrics of basic
accounting for service business. Each unit is prefaced with learning objectives to
serve as guide to readers. Discussion questions and problem exercises are not
included in this reference material. This study guide can be effectively use
together with a workbook which is available in the university where one of the
authors is currently affiliated. This reference material is not intended to replace
existing accounting textbooks written by famous authors whom we have
respectfully cited and given credit in this guide. The user of this study guide will
walk through the accounting process in a rational, concise and "easy to
understand" manner. With the teacher's expert guidance, plus this study guide to
learning the basics in accounting, the student will undoubtedly appreciate the
fundamentals of accounting. Our desire is to open the eyes of students that
studying basic accounting is both easy and rewarding.

Australian Master Tax Guide: Tax Year End Edition
"Ensure you are relying on up-to-date information with this handbook for
accountants that covers all accounting essentials as well as a range of
bookkeeping, taxation and GST issues. Up to date as at 1 January 2020."-- Wolters
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Kluwer CCH Website.

QuickBooks 2020 All-In-One For Dummies
Accurate and complete bookkeeping is crucial to any business owner, but it’s also
important to those who work with the business, such as investors, financial
institutions, and employees. People both inside and outside the business all
depend on a bookkeeper’s accurate recordings. Bookkeeping For Dummies
provides the easy and painless way to master this crucial art. You’ll be able to
manage your own finances to save money and grow your business. This
straightforward, no-nonsense guide shows you the basics of bookkeeping—from
recording transactions to producing balance sheets and year-end reports. Discover
how to: Outline your financial road map with a chart of accounts Keep journals of
cash transactions Set up your computerized books Control your books, your
records, and your money Buy and track your purchases Record sales returns and
allowances Determine your employee [is “employee” necessary here?] staff’s net
pay Maintain employee records Prepare your books for year’s end Report results
and start over Produce an income statement Complete year-end payroll and
reports This guide features tips and tricks for managing your business cash with
your books and also profiles important accounts for any bookkeeper. There’s no
question that bookkeepers must be detail-oriented, meticulous, and accurate.
Bookkeeping For Dummies shows you how to keep track of your business’s
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financial well-being and ensure future success!

Australian Master Financial Planning Guide 2010/11
An abridged version of the full text of Australian Master Bookkeepers Guide, 3rd
edition. This publication is not only designed to assist accountancy students
understand key accounting concepts and principles but also is aimed at those
students who do not require a detailed or in-depth understanding of accounting.

Australian Master Superannuation Guide 2018/19
Nonprofit Bookkeeping and Accounting For Dummies
This practical guide covers not only bookkeeping essentials but also a range of
accounting and taxation issues that bookkeepers need to be aware of when
dealing with their clients and their accountants. It has a very practical approach,
with numerous worked examples, diagrams, checklists, tables and FAQs. Adapted
for New Zealand from the popular Australian edition by Stephen Marsden, this book
is an invaluable resource for bookkeepers, accounting technicians and
accountants.
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Australian Master Bookkeepers Guide 2008/09
Get up and running with Xero in a flash Xero is fast emerging as the leader of
online accounting software around the world, representing a serious challenge to
MYOB, Sage and Quickbooks. Xero For Dummies provides you with all the
information you need to set up your own Xero account from scratch, convert to
Xero from another accounting software provider or start using Xero to its full
potential. Easy to use and deceptively powerful, Xero is so much more than a
spreadsheet – it can help you streamline reporting; manage inventory; simplify
accounts; and organise suppliers, customers and more. Automatic imports,
intuitive coding and seamless synching across multiple business platforms gets the
paperwork done quickly so you can get back to running your business. This new
fourth edition includes updates to the interface and coverage of the newest
features, including updates on generating reports, working with fixed assets and
managing contacts, sales and payables so you can optimise your system to help
your business thrive. Fine-tune your set-up, or convert from another accounting
program Manage daily activities with contacts, accounts, sales and payables
Master weekly and monthly reporting routines Track inventory, monitor your
business and get the most out of Xero You didn't start your business in order to
become an accountant, but bookkeeping is critically important to the short- and
long-term health of your company. Xero simplifies the process and saves you time,
and Xero For Dummies helps you leverage every feature Xero has to offer.
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Australian Master Bookkeepers Guide
Ensure you are relying on up-to-date information with this handbook for
bookkeepers and accountants that covers all bookkeeping essentials as well as a
range of accounting, taxation, GST and FBT issues. Up to date to 30 June 2018.Key
FeaturesWith revisions to its GST, FBT, payroll and superannuation chapters, this
edition also reflects the new taxation rules and tax rates that apply to bookkeepers
and their clients. Apply the rules confidently with worked examples, diagrams,
checklists, tables and bookkeepers' FAQs.Section A: Bookkeeping and accounting
principles Introduction to bookkeepingRecording transactionsAdjusting entries and
preparation of the financial statementsAccounting for GSTAccounting for cash,
debtors and creditorsAccounting for inventoryAccounting for non-current
assetsFinancial statement analysisSection B: Key taxation issues for bookkeepers
Understanding the GSTThe taxation consequences of trading stockDepreciation for
taxation purposesPayroll and superannuationSmall business entity
concessionsUnderstanding fringe benefits taxBuying and selling a motor
vehicleHow to prepare a BASResources and checklists for bookkeepersOxford
University Press Australia & New Zealand is the non-exclusive distributor of this
title.

Valuations for Tax Controversies
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An essential resource for BAS, tax agents and business students, the Guide covers
all the elements of bookkeeping as well as a range of accounting, taxation, GST
and FBT issues bookkeepers need to be aware of. The 5th edition includes
revisions to the GST, FBT, payroll and superannuation chapters as well as updated
content on all the new taxation rules and tax rates for the year ended 30 June
2014.Oxford University Press Australia & New Zealand is the non-exclusive
distributor of this title.

New Zealand Master Bookkeepers Guide
This guide is designed to assist all those who are responsible for providing or
overseeing formal education or practical experience that forms part of the initial
professional development of aspiring professional accountants, or the continuing
professional development of professional accountants. It is particularly relevant to
professional accountancy organizations. It is also intended for policy makers and
regulators who determine which organizations are licensed to certify professional
accountants and related specializations, for example, audit professionals. The
purpose of the guide is to • increase understanding of the gap between the current
skills of many accountants in some regions and the skills that are relevant in
increasingly digitized and globalized economies; • convey the essential features of
Competency-Based Accounting Education, Training, and Certification (CBAETC); •
provide a common reference framework for organizations pursuing CBAETC and
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the consultants working with them; • assist countries in developing in-country
plans and implementing in-country processes that produce accountants with
higher-order skills relevant to their economy’s rapidly evolving needs; and •
improve financial reporting, auditing, and regulation. This guide complements and
builds on International Education Standards (IES™) of the International Accounting
Education Standards Board™ (IAESB™).

Basic Accounting
Covers all the fundamental areas of financial planning with practical examples and
case studies.

The E-Myth Bookkeeper
The Australian Master GST Guide containsa clear, practical explanation of GST
withnumerous examples of how it works inpractice. It is up to date to 1 January
2011 andincorporates all changes and all proposedchanges to the GST law.
Particular attentionis given to key subject areas such as realproperty,
imports/exports, finance, transport,food, education, health and charities.Significant
coverage of audit, complianceactivities and planning opportunities is alsoincluded.
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Australian Bankruptcy Act 1966
This is a very comprehensive reference guidebook for practising bookkeepers,
small business owners and bookkeeping students. The book is a hands-on guide
designed to assist bookkeepers in preparing accounts for their clients.

Xero For Dummies
Bookkeeping For Dummies
The first comprehensive, easy reference guidebook for bookkeepers, accounting
technicians, small business owners and students. The is a hands-on guide designed
to assist bookkeepers in preparing accounts for their clients. It contains numerous
worked examples, diagrams and illustrations relevant for bookkeepers working in
small businesses as well as self-employed bookkeepers contracting to clients. It
also covers a range of tax-related matters that are considered relevant to
bookkeepers as well as an explanation of the GST and how it impacts on
bookkeepers. The preparation of the BAS is also covered.

Australian Master Bookkeepers Guide
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"Fantastic Learning ToolDon't let this book title fool you. It is not an
oversimplification of accounting and financial principles. It is, however, a serious
and very effective examination of a very small but progressively complex business.
There are not many books available on the market that make a complex and dry
subject understandable and even fun. This book successfully does just that."
-Amazon Reviewer The Clearest Explanation Ever of the Key Accounting Basics The
world of accounting can be intimidating. Whether you're a manager, business
owner or aspiring entrepreneur, you've likely found yourself needing to know basic
accountingbut baffled by complicated accounting books. What if learning
accounting could be as simple and fun as running a child's lemonade stand? It can.
The Accounting Game presents financial information in a format so simple and so
unlike a common accounting textbook, you may forget you're learning key skills
that will help you get ahead! Using the world of a child's lemonade stand to teach
the basics of managing your finances, this book makes a dry subject fun and
understandable. As you run your stand, you'll begin to understand and apply
financial terms and concepts like assets, liabilities, earnings, inventory and notes
payable, plus: --Interactive format gives you hands-on experience --Color-coded
charts and worksheets help you remember key terms --Step-by-step process takes
you from novice to expert with ease --Fun story format speeds retention of
essential concepts --Designed to apply what you learn to the real world The
revolutionary approach of The Accounting Game takes the difficult subjects of
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accounting and business finance and makes them something you can easily learn,
understand, remember and use! "The game approach makes the subject matter
most understandable. I highly recommend it to anyone frightened by either
numbers or accountants." -John Hernandis, Director of Corporate Communications,
American Greetings
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